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Abstract
This paper describes work carried out as part of the GUIDE project at Lancaster University. The overall aim of the
project is to develop a context-sensitive tourist guide for visitors to the city of Lancaster. Visitors are equipped with
portable GUIDE units which in turn provide interactive services and dynamically tailored web-based information
re#ecting the visitor's preferences and environmental context. In contrast to existing tourist systems all information in
GUIDE is obtained dynamically using a city-wide wireless network infrastructure. The paper presents an overview of the
GUIDE system, with particular focus on our design of an appropriate object model, capable of handling the high degree
of #exibility required by GUIDE. In addition, the paper includes the results of our requirements analysis, the web-based
application that has been developed to meet these requirements and our approach towards communicating information
to portable GUIDE units in a timely and scaleable manner. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The prospect of providing city visitors with dynamic
and context-sensitive multimedia information whilst on
the move is both novel and exciting and raises many
interesting research issues. The GUIDE project [1}3] is
currently examining these issues by developing systems
and application-level support for hand-portable multi-
media GUIDE units with wireless network connectivity,
enabling context-sensitive information to be presented to
city visitors whilst they roam.
The support for context-sensitive information by
GUIDE has been strongly in#uenced by the work of
Schilit [4] and Brown [5]. In essence, the notion of
context is required in order to provide GUIDE units
with the intelligence to adapt their behaviour in order to
meet both the preferences of the visitor and the state of
the visitor's current environment.
At an early design stage, the fundamental decision was
made to base the GUIDE system around a distributed
cellular architecture, comprising a number of strategi-
cally located base stations. This architecture enables in-
formation to be broadcast to a portable GUIDE unit,
once it enters an area of cell coverage. For reasons of
scalability and because of the limited amount of band-
width available in any one cell, it was decided that some
form of broadcast-based approach to data dissemination
should be used for transferring information to the port-
ables units. Each base station being responsible for
broadcasting information that is largely speci"c to its
own geographic location. However, because of the need
to enable visitors to request speci"c information, includ-
ing information held on the internet, each broadcast
schedule shall also have some number of user request
slots. Fig. 1 illustrates this basic GUIDE architecture
and shows how the GUIDE system utilises web-based
technologies in order to disseminate information to mobile
GUIDE units. In e!ect, the overall GUIDE system may be
viewed as a central web server that mobile clients access
via the WaveLAN wireless communications network.
An alternative to the network-based approach, would
have been to produce some form of stand-alone system in
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Fig. 1. The GUIDE Architecture.
which the entire working set of information is stored on
the end system. Such an approach was adopted by the
Cyberguide project [6]. This approach is, however,
unsuitable for supporting the #exibility required by
GUIDE. For example, the stand-alone approach cannot
support dynamic changes to information. So, although
such a system would be capable of presenting informa-
tion based on a visitor's changing geographic coordi-
nates, the information displayed could have become out
of date since the units working set was loaded. Another
problem with this approach, concerns the size of the
working set which would need to be stored. A truly useful
visitor's guide should, for example, contain information
stored in di!erent languages, for di!erent reading ages
and assuming di!erent levels of background knowledge
for each location. The storage requirements for storing
all the di!erent possible permutations would be consider-
able and beyond the capacity of the current generation of
portable machines. One further reason for rejecting this
approach was based on the fact that, in the medium term,
portable web-client-based machines will become avail-
able which, compared to stand-alone PCs, will consume
less power and be cheaper.
In this paper we present the results of our requirements
analysis and development work on the GUIDE system.
In particular, we focus on our design of an appropriate
object model, capable of handling the high degree of
#exibility required by GUIDE.
2. Requirements
Following a series of semi-structured interviews with
members of Lancaster's Tourist Information Centre
(TIC), we obtained four key requirements for an intelli-
gent visitor guide, namely: (i) the system needs to be
#exible, (ii) the information presented by the system
should be context-sensitive, (iii) the system should sup-
port dynamic information and (iv) the system should
o!er access to interactive services.
This set of requirements and examples of the way in
which the GUIDE application meets each requirement is
described below:
2.1. Flexibility
One key requirement for the GUIDE system is that
visitors should be able to use the system as much or as
little as they desire. For this reason, the GUIDE applica-
tion presents visitors with a variety of choices for using
the system, e.g. enabling the visitor to search the system
for speci"c information using a keyword search facility or
enabling the visitor to prompt the system for information
regarding the current location. Fig. 2 illustrates the user
interface presented to the visitor in order to enable them
to select from various options (i.e. hypertext links) on the
currently displayed page or to select an option by touch-
ing one of the buttons on the customised browser.
By selecting the tour button shown in the bottom
centre of the screen, the visitor can request the system to
create a tailored tour of the city by touching. A &Guide
Tour Wizard' is provided to enable a visitor to quickly
and easily select those attractions she particularly wishes
to visit. The system is capable of directing visitors from
one location to the next, providing relevant information
throughout the tour. For example, Fig. 3 demonstrates
the way in which the GUIDE system presents the city
visitor with both detailed textual descriptions and pic-
tures in order to assist the visitor in reaching the next
part of the tour.
In addition to receiving directions by description, we
have found that some users prefer to be presented with an
annotated map showing the direction in which they
should travel to reach the next location. The GUIDE
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Fig. 2. The GUIDE information page.
application provides such a facility and an example of the
kind of map presented to the visitor by the GUIDE
system is shown in Fig. 4.
If a visitor does not wish to be taken along a tour but
would rather be left to roam the city, but still have the
ability to ask the system for speci"c pieces of information
along the way, then the visitor can simply opt not to
create a tour and can interact with the system using the
interface shown in Fig. 2.
2.2. Context-sensitive information
A further requirement for GUIDE was that the in-
formation presented to visitors should be context sensi-
tive. There are two classes of context that should be used,
namely personal and environmental. Perhaps, the most
signi"cant piece of personal context is the visitor's inter-
ests. Such interests can be as diverse as history, architec-
ture, maritime activities, cotton production and antique
dealerships. Additional personal context that should be
used includes: the visitor's current location, the amount
of time they wish to spend on their visit, their budget (to
cover entrance fees, etc.) and any refreshment preferences
they might have. Examples of environmental context to
be used as context include: the time of day, the weather,
the season and the state of the city's transport system, e.g.
the location of tra$c congestion or the closure of walk-
ways. If a visitor has requested a tour of the city, then the
GUIDE system should use both personal and environ-
mental context to create a suitably tailored tour. Context
should also be used when presenting information to the
city visitor. For example, information should be present-
ed in a way that is suitable given the age and technical
background of the visitor and there preferred reading
language.
2.3. Support for dynamic information
During our study we found there to be a signi"cant
requirement for the support of dynamic information.
Such information should be made available to visitors
whenever their context deems this to be appropriate. For
example, consider the hypothetical scenario in which
a visitor touring the city has expressed a particular
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Fig. 3. The use of text and pictures to guide the visitor.
interest in Lancaster castle. When the visitor started their
tour, the castle was closed to the public because the court
room, situated within the castle, was in session. The
GUIDE system would, therefore, not have included
a visit to the castle in its recommended tour. However, if
the court session "nished early then the GUIDE system
should use this dynamic information to notify the visitor
that the castle is now open to the public and optionally
modify their tour schedule to include a visit to the castle.
Further examples of dynamic information include
changes in the weather and average waiting times at local
attractions.
2.4. Support for interactive services
Studying tourist activities in Lancaster revealed that
a surprising number of visitors make repeat visits to the
TIC, often during the course of a single day. In most cases
this is because they require additional information on
activities or landmarks, they have speci"c questions
which require interaction with a member of the TIC, or
they wish to make use of a service o!ered by the TIC,
most commonly the booking of accommodation. In addi-
tion to supporting interactive services based around the
TIC, the GUIDE system also provides support for other
interactive services, such as the remote booking of cin-
ema tickets and accommodation as shown in Fig. 5.
3. Object model
A number of interesting issues arose during our design
of an object model to satisfy the requirements described
above. One issue being how to manage the great variety
of information which the GUIDE system should be ca-
pable of providing to city visitors. Our initial approach
to this problem, was to create a large set of static HTML
pages, some of which would be stored locally and others
would be available via remote web servers. The problem
with this approach, was that it involved trying to create
a set of pages to match each possible permutation of
personal and environmental context for each and every
location in the city. So, for example, a di!erent HTML
page would be served for the Castle location if the visi-
tor's main interest was refreshments to that served if the
visitor's main interest was medieval architecture. Clearly,
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Fig. 4. The use of annotated maps to guide the visitor.
the two pages would contain a large degree of com-
monality, e.g. pictures of the castle and a summary of the
castle.
In an attempt to make use of this commonality, we
adopted an approach which essentially involves the fus-
ing together of HTML-based packets of information,
in order to dynamically compose the required HTML
pages. If we consider the castle-based example, then the
packets of information would include various pictures of
the castle and the nearby cafeH and various pieces of text,
including a summary of the castle, a description of the
castle's architecture and the menu o!ered by the nearby
cafeH .
The actual interaction between the components of the
object model are illustrated below in Fig. 6. It is worth
noting that all components of the object model are Java
based.
A visitor interacts with their GUIDE unit through
their own local web browser. All HTTP requests are
processed by the local web server object, which may in
turn need to interact with other objects in order to service
the request. Should the visitor request other services,
such as the creation of a tour, then the local web browser
invokes the services provided by the GUIDE control
object. This object is responsible for controlling and
communicating with the various other system compo-
nents, namely, the local position sensor object, the tour
creator object, the resolver object and the visitors pro"le
object. The control object is also responsible for storing
the visitor's current location.
The function of the local position sensor object is to
notify the control object, via its receiveNewPosition
method, whenever the city visitor enters a new or pre-
viously visited location. A resolver object is then
responsible for creating new instances of landmark
objects based on the visitor's current preferences,
which are stored in the visitor's pro"le object. This
object supports a number of methods for returning
the visitor's details, e.g. the returnPreferredLanguage
method, and these methods are invoked by either: the
control object, the tour creator object or the local
web server object.
The local web server object, interacts with the control
and visitor's pro"le objects in order to obtain the context
for dynamically creating a tailored HTML page formed
from a collection of information packets. The local web
server also interacts with a local proxy object in case
some or all of the required information packets have been
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Fig. 5. Booking cinema tickets via GUIDE's Interactive Services.
Fig. 6. The GUIDE object model.
cached. If some of the packets are not available in the
local cache then a request is made for the relevant
packets to a remote web server using a free slot in the
broadcast schedule.
The design of this object model satis"es the require-
ments for #exibility, context sensitivity, support for dy-
namic information and support for interactive services.
The following steps illustrate the way in which objects
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Fig. 7. The GUIDE object model.
interact in order to provide context sensitive information
to city visitors whilst they roam:
(1) The position sensor object listens for beacons from
remote base stations.
(2) On hearing a beacon the position sensor object noti-
"es the control object that a beacon has been heard.
The control object checks the user's current position
to the beacon heard.
(3) If the beacon heard suggests the user has entered
a new location, e.g. the castle, then the control object
instantiates the appropriate landmark object (e.g. the
castle object). This is known as the active object.
A landmark object stores state information (such as
geographic position and whether the location has
been visited previously) and supports methods to
modify this state information and post messages to
the control object. The control object then queries
the active object for it's neighbours and instantiates
those objects also.
(4) Once the control object has a handle to the active
and neighbouring objects, the control object can in-
voke methods on those objects. These methods can
access or modify the state of an object. For example,
if a user is searching for a cafeH in a particular area, the
objects can be queried by the GUIDE search engine
to look for references to particular keywords or inter-
ests. The visitor can then use their local web browser
to request information such as, &What are the local
attractions near to me?'.
(5) This request would be served by the local web server
object which would obtain the required information
(based on the visitor's context) from the local proxy
object, or from the remote server object, if some or all
of the information was not available locally.
The design of the object model is such that the integra-
tion of new features to the GUIDE system should be
relatively straightforward and not require the rewriting
of large sections of application code.
A standard hypertext model is used to represent in-
formation in the GUIDE system and this enables in-
formation to be structured using standard and well
understood techniques. A strong level of coupling exists
between the hypertext model and the object model and
this relationship is illustrated in Fig. 7.
Interaction between the object model and the hyper-
text model is achieved by providing location objects with
references to hypertext pages. This enables applications
to access the hypertext information base via multiple
entry points. In addition, hypertext pages can reference
and interrogate the state of objects within the object
model. This functionality enables information, i.e. hyper-
text pages, to be displayed di!erently based on certain
aspects of a location object's status, e.g. the number of
times that a visitor has visited a location. This is achieved
by using special tags to query the object model. Such tags
are embedded in the HTML code of hypertext pages
and provide some control over the display of informa-
tion. For example, a tag is used to represent the number
of times that a visitor has visited the castle. Thus, when
displaying the hypertext page associated with the castle,
the value of this tag can be checked and if it is greater
than zero then the page can include a message stating
that the visitor has visited the location previously.
4. Communications approach
The communications support for GUIDE was de-
veloped to address the following requirements:
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Scalability: The system must be capable of supporting
a potentially large user community requiring access to data
simultaneously, therefore the system must adequately scale.
Rapid response times: Following on from the previous
requirement, the system should be able to respond to
a visitor's request for information in a rapid manner even
when the number of visitors using the system is high.
Flexibility of services: The system should support both
data broadcast and interactive services. Thus, it must
provide a high bandwidth down link channel for the
broadcast of data and also include spare time-slots with-
in the broadcast schedule to enable clients to make ex-
plicit requests for information or services.
Support for Disconnected operation: There will be areas
of disconnection across the city of Lancaster which
should not overly disrupt the services provided by
GUIDE as visitors roam around the city.
Minimal usage of power: The fact that battery life is still
a major limitation with portable end-systems necessitates
that the power drain associated with supporting com-
munications be kept to a minimum.
To meet these requirements we have chosen to replace
TCP as the means of communication between the mobile
units (clients) and base stations (servers) in favour of
a broadcast-based protocol. This protocol builds on the
previous work on broadcast disks as a means of dissemi-
nating data [7,8]. In more detail, server-side proxies
build up lists of pages to broadcast and periodically
transmit these pages within their cell. An index of the
pages to be broadcast is appended to the start and end of
each transmission so that mobile units are able to deter-
mine the current contents of the broadcast cycle. All of
the information is multicast to a well-known IP multicast
address. Client-side proxies listen for broadcasts and "ll
up their caches with the contents of the latest broadcast.
If a client machine enters a cell midway through a broad-
cast it will only partially "ll its cache but will be able to
determine from the trailing index those pages which it
has missed but which will be retransmitted next cycle.
All user requests for pages are routed via client-side
proxies. In the event of a request not being satis"ed from
the current cache then the client will determine whether
the requested page is scheduled for transmission soon. If
it is then it will await the transmission, otherwise it will
issue an explicit request for the page. This explicit request
will be received by the server proxy which will fetch the
page if it is not already cached locally and then schedule
the page for transmission in the next cycle.
This broadcast-based approach is well suited for meet-
ing the requirements described above. More speci"cally,
the approach ful"lls the requirement for scalability by
enabling the system to support a large number of clients
within each network cell by utilising the 2 Mbit/s of
available bandwidth per cell. In addition, the system
achieves extremely rapid response times in the majority
of cases because, in general, the pages which visitors
request will already have been cached on their mobile
unit and therefore only local access will be required. The
adopted approach is su$ciently #exible to support both
the broadcast of data to mobile units and (via the use of
free broadcast cycles) and interactive services. The fact
that mobile units cache information locally enables units
to provide some useful functionally even when operating
outside of communications coverage. The requirement
for minimising the use of power for communication pur-
poses is also ful"lled by the broadcast based approach
because the WaveLAN cards utilised by GUIDE use con-
siderably less power when receiving than when transmit-
ting. The use of a broadcast approach means that, in
general use, clients rarely have to make transmissions and
as a result the power drain on the portable end-systems
due to communications should be kept to a minimum.
It is, however, important to note that the bene"ts of
utilising a broadcast-based approach actually depend on
a number of factors. For example, in a situation where
there is a large degree of uniformity of page requests (i.e.
most users request the same subset of available pages)
then the system scales extremely well to support large
numbers of visitors per cell. However, as the uniformity
of requests diminishes so the gains over a conventional
request-reply system are reduced. Indeed, in the worst
case, i.e. where there is no commonality of page requests,
the system will perform worse than a conventional sys-
tem since time will be spent re-broadcasting pages which
are not required. For the GUIDE system, we predict that
a visitor's access patterns will be strongly in#uenced by
their physical location. Consequently, we expect each
cell's cache to gradually build up a broadcast schedule
that contains information relating to the physical loca-
tion of the cell.
5. Current status
5.1. End systems
We considered a wide range of end-systems for use in
GUIDE, including pen-based tablet PCs and PDAs, and
"nally selected the trans#ective version of the Fujitsu
TeamPad 7600. This compact, ruggedised, unit measur-
ing 8A]9A]1.5A, is based on a 486 100 MHz processor.
Its trans#ective, greyscale, screen enables the display to
be readable even in direct sunlight, which is currently not
possible with colour screens. Further details on the
TeamPad can be found in [9].
5.2. Communications infrastructure
We have currently deployed seven communications
cells in the city of Lancaster and hope to deploy further
three in the near future in order to provide coverage of
many of the main tourist attractions in Lancaster. Each
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cell consists of an HP Vectra 6/200XU acting as a cell
sever, a WaveLAN ISA card for broadcasting informa-
tion to the cell and a link back to the University network.
This link is via either a leased line or, where this is not
available, the EDNET wireless network [10] which has
been deployed by Lancaster University to provide inter-
net access to local schools.
The WaveLAN cards provide coverage with a radius
of approximately 200 m in free space. However, the signal
has very poor propagation through buildings and hence
in a city the actual cells tend to be bounded by the city
architecture. Within the context of GUIDE this is a
positive feature since it allows us to create smaller,
non-overlapping cells and hence provide more accurate
position information and avoid the need to support
WaveLAN roaming. Unfortunately, we have not found it
possible to create very accurate cell boundaries due to
the re#ection of signals, interference and changes in
propagation patterns resulting from #uctuations in the
density and placement of objects within the cell.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have described our on-going deve-
lopment of a context sensitive intelligent guide for city
visitors. The requirements for such a guide have been
presented and we have outlined our design for an object
model capable of providing the high level of #exibility
required by the GUIDE system. In particular, the model
supports the provision of dynamic and context sensitive
information by adopting an approach based on the com-
position of dynamically tailored web pages from a collec-
tion of both locally, and remotely, stored information
packets.
The GUIDE project is currently deploying its infra-
structure throughout the city of Lancaster and initial
feedback following the evaluation of the system by other
members of our department has been very positive. The
system is rapidly approaching the stage at which it can be
demonstrated and evaluated by members of the public.
This evaluation is likely to prove di$cult, not least be-
cause of the need to observe city visitors interacting with
the system without a!ecting their behaviour. In addition,
we feel it important that a large cross section of people
are used to evaluate the system. This is necessary in order
to test the #exibility of the system, i.e. its ability to cope
with a range of di!ering user demands, its ability to
provide content tailored to each visitor's needs, i.e. their
preferred reading language, age and interests, and the
systems usability by people both with and without famili-
arity with the web.
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